DUAL MATCH · CLEVELAND, OH · HORSBURGH GYM
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY vs. OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY
January 15, 2020 – 6:30 p.m.
Final Score: CWRU 15, Otterbein 38

125  Adam Kates (CWRU) wins by forfeit over (OTT) 6-0 CWRU
133  Cole Jackson (OTT) dec. over Duncan Clayton (CWRU), 9-3 6-3 CWRU
141  Chris Hager (OTT) pin over Manhattan Gatton (CWRU), 4:20 9-6 OTT
149  Andrew Hoover (CWRU) pin over Jacob Williams (OTT), 3:47 12-9 CWRU
157  Ryan Whitten (OTT) tech. fall over Mitchell Arch (CWRU), 18-0 (3:00) 14-12 OTT
165  Willy Plaisir (OTT) pin over Isaac Collier (CWRU), 4:31 20-12 OTT
174  Joey Bradberry (OTT) pin over Kyle Roberts (CWRU), 1:42 26-12 OTT
184  Corbin Bunsold (OTT) pin over Stephen Andryc (CWRU), 1:04 32-12 OTT
197  Brian Kent (CWRU) dec. over Luke Hess (OTT), 8-1 32-15 OTT
285  Drew Kasper (OTT) pin over Grant Robinson (CWRU), 2:28 38-15 OTT

Team Records

CWRU: 2-6
Otterbein: 13-2